
CHAPTER V 

        CONCLUSION 

Joseph with the ways language, communication, and culture. Joseph has a 

story after The package with the logo stamp of the Egyptian postal service. The 

package is index card and some note to Joseph in the back of index card got a 

massage his mother think joseph should want the short note to Joseph and another 

note is information from Ahmad al-Raqb‘s friends and then Joseph found the short 

note with the content his father asked to Mr.mosseri to send Jospeh the short note, 

Mr.Mosseri was a great friend, Joseph  call Mr.Mosseri  if joseph ever find Joseph in 

Cairo‖ completed with the Mr.Mosseri, telephone and address Mr. Claude Mosseri 

as a Best friend from his Father and the he needs to move Joseph and his cousin 

Aisha to Flight Barkeley to Cairo to looking for Mr.Mosseri to ask everything about 

his father because of Mr.Mosseri his best friend. it is not easy to looking for 

Mr.Mosseri.   to looking for Mr. Claude Mosseri to found the grave of his father and 

then process interaction will be easy because when he communication with Cairo 

people to get more the clue and to giving the feedback when he was interaction. 

 The communication was important action to the process of the social 

interaction but in this Novel, the Author described Joseph's character. he was braved 

to communicate with new people who he didn't know and be able when he made the 

interaction with another character. The culture of this research. the culture of this 

research. actually, when Joseph was born he is from Jews family and Muslim family 

and has connected with the synagogue because of his mother from the family of the 

Shemarya and his father from the al Raqb such as a watchman to protect the Ibn 

Ezra Synagogue. The author describes the joseph connected with synagogue because 

Joseph can easier to interact with some people who worked in the around of Ibn Ezra 

Synagogue. 

In addition, The Joseph character social interaction Joseph with Mr. 

Maseori, Joseph with Aisha, Joseph with Security Guard and Joseph with his 

Mother. Joseph began to look for Mr. Mosseri from Door to Door joseph is 

looking for Mr. Mosseri until Joseph finds Mr. Mosseri at Ibn Ezra 

Synagogue where his father worked as a guard by calling the synagogue 

number who immediately picked up Mr. Mosseri's phone but Jospeh did not use sign 
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language with content to search for Mr. Mosseri and then they met together at Mr. 

Apartments. Mossry Joseph created the relationship with the good connection it‘s 

show up from this research Joseph lived with Mr.mosseri after Joseph found Mr 

Mosseri until Joseph found his grave‘s father. And social interaction joseph with the 

aisha actually aisha is causen of joseph since before his father died who recover his 

father in the hospital is aisha until interaction aisha escort joseph to found his father 

grave and joseph giving understand and be good communication every his found the 

clue until aisha given the advice to joseph from at all. It showed if the joseph 

character have the got social interaction. Joseph social interaction with the guard.   

The author showed if the interaction joseph every meet with the new person 

joseph never explain more deeply because  joseph know if in the Cairo still never 

accepted about the Jews but he is still tried to interaction with new person and used 

the politeness content when joseph interaction with new people in the Cairo. While 

Joseph interaction with his mother will be good. It‘s showed when the Joseph stay 

far away from his mother joseph still and every still got new information Joseph 

always call his mother  

  In the story author is giving a Process of interaction uses Language, 

communication, and culture. Social interaction Joseph with another character. it 

shows how Joseph's interaction in this story and the author giving that knowledge in 

the joseph about social life. and show if the main character Joseph can be able to 

interaction anyways and it‘s all, the author giving the joseph character don‘t to be 

arrogant although joseph life in the high social class  
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